Abstract. This paper describes the implementation of a runtime library for asynchronous communication in the Cell BE processor. The runtime library implementation provides with several services that allow the compiler to generate code, maximizing the chances for overlapping communication and computation. The library implementation is organized as a Software Cache and the main services correspond to mechanisms for data look up, data placement and replacement, data write back, memory synchronization and address translation. The implementation guarantees that all those services can be totally uncoupled when dealing with memory references. Therefore this provides opportunities to the compiler to organize the generated code in order to overlap as much as possible computation with communication. The paper also describes the necessary mechanism to overlap the communication related to write back operations with actual computation. The paper includes the description of the compiler basic algorithms and optimizations for code generation. The system is evaluated measuring bandwidth and global updates ratios, with two benchmarks from the HPCC benchmark suite: Stream and Random Access.
Introduction
In a system where software is responsible for data transfers between certain memory regions, it is desirable to assist the programmer by automatically managing some or all of these transfers in system software. For asynchronous data transfers, it is possible to overlap the memory access time with computation time by initiating the data transfer request in advance, i.e. before computation reaches the point when it needs to use the data requested. The placement of such memory access calls in the code is important since it can change the amount of overlap between data communication and computation, and thus affect the overall performance of the application. In this work, we target a Cell BE system to explore our approach to automatically managing asynchronous data transfers. Our technique implements a software caching mechanism that works differently from traditional hardware caching mechanisms, with the goal being to facilitate the decoupling of the multiple steps involved in a memory access (including address calculation, cache placement, and data transfer) as well as the actual use of the data. Software caching is not a novel proposal since it has been extensively used in specific domains, like embedded processors [4] [5] [6] .
Our target platform, the Cell BE architecture [2] , has nine processing cores on a single chip: one 64-bit Power Processing Element (PPE core) and eight Synergistic Processing Elements (SPE cores) that use 18-bit addresses to access a 256K Local Store. The PPE core accesses system memory using a traditional cache-coherent memory hierarchy. The SPE cores access system memory via a DMA engine connected to a high bandwidth bus, relying on software to explicitly initiate DMA requests for data transfer. The DMA engine can support up to 16 concurrent requests of up to 16K, and bandwidth between the DMA engine and the bus is 8 bytes per cycle in each direction. Each SPE uses its Local Store to buffer data transferred to and from system memory. The bus interface allows issuing asynchronous DMA transfer requests, and provides synchronization calls to check or wait for previously issued DMA requests to complete.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we motivate the use of a novel software cache organization for automatically managing asynchronous data transfers. In Section 3, we detail the structure and implementation of this software cache mechanism. In Section 4, we describe the compiler support needed to enable effective use of the runtime software cache services. In Section 5, we evaluate basic performance of our software caching technique using the Stream and Random Access benchmarks from the HPCC benchmark suite. In Section 6 we present some concluding remarks.
Motivation
The particular memory model in the Cell BE processor poses several difficulties for generating efficient code for the SPEs. The fact that each SPE owns a proper address space within the Local Storage, plus the limitation on its size, 256Kb shared by data and code, causes the performance being very sensible on how the communications are scheduled along the computation. Overlapping computation with communication becomes a crucial optimization.
When the access patterns in the computation can be easily predicted, static buffers can be introduced by the compiler, double-buffering techniques can be exploited at runtime, usually involving loop tiling techniques [1] [7] . In the presence of pointerbased accesses, the compiler is no longer able to transform the code in order to overlap communication and computation. Usually, this kind of access is treated by a runtime library implementing a software cache [1] . The resulting code is difficult to be efficient as every memory reference in the code has to be monitored in order to ensure that the data is present in the Local Store, before any access to it takes place. This is usually implemented through the instrumentation of every memory reference with a runtime call responsible for the monitoring, where many checks have to occur. A general protocol to treat a single memory reference could include the following steps:
1. Check if the data is already present in local storage 2. In case not present, decide where to place it and ... 
